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Q2 I am a
Answered: 118 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 118  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 was formerly offering a single room in family home to lodger 2/7/2023 1:40 PM
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2 housing worker 2/4/2023 5:06 PM

3 Parish clergy with HMOs in parish 2/3/2023 11:26 AM

4 . 1/30/2023 10:32 AM

5 Worcester City Council employee 1/30/2023 10:29 AM
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Q3 Do you agree Additional Licencing has had a positive impact on:
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Drug dealing in and around Barbourne Increased drink related anti social behaviour in and
around Barbourne

2/7/2023 1:26 PM

2 Pressure on local parking in resident parking zones, through release of multiple permits per
household, despite stated expectations at Planning stage that the inhabitants would only have
bicycles!

2/6/2023 9:09 PM

3 Inadequate car parking or monitoring of car parking. Houses rarely have enough car parking
space sufficient for the numbers of tenants so regularly park in other people's spaces or in
areas which aren't designated for parking

2/6/2023 2:16 PM

4 There are several properties in Arboretum which are a mess 2/6/2023 1:44 PM

5 Where do you go for the regulators view when they inspect properties once a year? Is it rent
protection looked at. Exploitation joined up agency working needed.

2/6/2023 11:05 AM

6 Parking issues which include parking on pavements isn't addressed 2/6/2023 10:51 AM

7 Reducing the number of street that are overwhelmed by the number of hmos to the detriment
of other residents quality of life

2/5/2023 4:47 PM

8 As a resident of St Johns we have experienced problems with students who are residents of
HMO's for a number of years,most if which is associated with noise and inconsiderate
behaviour. Unfortunately no amount of licensing will change this, the only thing that will is to
reduce the number of HMO's in any one area.

2/4/2023 11:32 AM

9 The property's around where I live that are let always seem to be scruffy and
neglected,gardens unkempt, rubbish piling up around the property. This is in Dines Green.

2/3/2023 5:45 PM

10 There will always be good landlords and bad landlords - more needs to be done to assist and
encourage the bad ones.

2/3/2023 2:53 PM

11 To many properties are sub standard , expensive and not fit for purpose 2/3/2023 2:34 PM

12 I cannot judge the impact directly. I do have a view were the legislation to be reversed. 2/3/2023 1:14 PM

13 Major issues on roadside and pavement parking in the areas where HMO's proliferate also a
very negative impact on neighbourhoods in general.

2/3/2023 12:25 PM

14 Living in Bozward Street, we have seen the damaging impact of multiple occupancy properties.
Parking is a nightmare. Rubbish bins and excess litter festoon a once smart and pleasant

2/3/2023 11:10 AM
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street. In over 25 years living here, this is now the worst it has ever looked. Basically an
erosion of our once pleasant small community.

15 Energy efficiency measures and heating requirement 1/23/2023 3:01 PM

16 It is important that standards are not ignored in the race for profits. Sun-standard properties are
a blight on local areas.

1/23/2023 6:51 AM

17 The council are not monitoring properties and landlords properly in my experience. Landlords
are not following the rules and law on some instances where we live and there seems to be
little done in terms of enforcement. There are too many HMOs in the Arboretum and it creates
issues for other residents. There should be a balance in the types of housing and it’s not the
case here. The Arboretum is saturated

1/21/2023 9:50 AM

18 Electrical Safety would be positively affected 1/19/2023 1:31 PM
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80.51% 95

15.25% 18

4.24% 5

Q4 Do you support an Additional Licensing Scheme to cover the remaining
wards in the City which are currently not part of an Additional Licensing
Scheme (this would mean that the whole City would be covered by an

Additional Licensing Scheme)?
Answered: 118 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 118

# PLEASE PROVIDE REASONS FOR YOUR VIEW DATE

1 The scheme overall has improved standards for people in HMOs and It is important that
everyone in the city has the same protections.

2/9/2023 11:04 AM

2 Important for individual tenants to have the additional security provided as well as ensuring
that neighbourhoods do not become overwhelmed by anti social behaviour etc. due to house
overcrowding

2/8/2023 12:04 PM

3 I don't see why the licensing should not apply in certain areas. People still live there and they
deserve to live in properties that are safe and fit for purpose.

2/8/2023 9:03 AM

4 these atract thouse who cannot support themselves, its is not proffesionals often those who
cannot afford anoy other type of living arrangements

2/7/2023 3:09 PM

5 I suspect that there will be an explosion in number of private lets and consequent overcrowding
of properties due to the economic crisis. We never had to register as we only had one lodger at
a time, providing a family-type home for either uni students or a local school's Chinese
teachers. You need to get on top of the rogue multi-occupancy nuisance houses, especially
their problem parking and non-management of rubbish.

2/7/2023 1:40 PM

6 The issue is not restricted to the areas currently covered and there is a pressure for larger
houses to become HMOs across the city. Ombersley road and Barbourne being one such area.

2/7/2023 9:17 AM
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7 essential to ensure improvememt across City 2/7/2023 8:41 AM

8 it would ruin the character of the city 2/6/2023 11:13 PM

9 What is the perceived need for extension of the scheme? The areas covered already
encompass the majority of potential 'problem' HMOs that the scheme is supposed to stamp
out. Further extension does not seem necessary or desirable as the increased costs are
merely passed on to tenants through higher rents.

2/6/2023 10:17 PM

10 I am not against HMOs per se but I am concerned that there is not enough regulatory control
at the construction/conversion stage, not enough protection of the interests of the neighbouring
residents.

2/6/2023 9:09 PM

11 HMO housing only provides an income for the landlord, it destroys communities and as
residents are temporary, only staying an educational year or two, have no loyalty to the local
area. Rather than family houses converted to HMO use, I would prefer to see purpose built /
converted flat accommodation and the number of HMOs in our city reduced. Some years ago,
I lived in a few of these houses in another part of the UK, I understand the need, but feel there
are better ways to provide accommodation.

2/6/2023 7:37 PM

12 due to problems with parking and rubbish I think the number of residents in a building should
be managed. Many areas of worcester are not suited to multiple occupants.

2/6/2023 7:15 PM

13 Local residents need housing and these properties are mainly for students which don't help
locals

2/6/2023 5:51 PM

14 Should be standard across all wards in the city 2/6/2023 4:52 PM

15 They can disrupt the community eg often very short stay therefore no community involvement
- lack of ownership of the community leads to unpleasant behavior

2/6/2023 3:51 PM

16 Hmo are killing the communities they are in. Either a transient resident with no interest in the
community or down on there luck and perhaps a stepping stone to better things or continue
with poor conditions by a rogue landlord.. Either way residents will have no positive impact on
the community

2/6/2023 2:53 PM

17 It would Hopefully stop every other available Property in St Johns being the landlords only
choice

2/6/2023 2:45 PM

18 It provides some control over landlords letting to multiple households and holds them to
account

2/6/2023 2:16 PM

19 Should be extended to the whole City AND " policed" 2/6/2023 2:13 PM

20 Enforce high standards city wide. It seems the only reason it isn’t citywide at present is that
vested interests wanted it that way. The system needs to be taken seriously and heavily
enforced

2/6/2023 1:44 PM

21 The more policed they are they are safer for those living in them 2/6/2023 1:41 PM

22 HMO’s do provide some much needed shared accommodation but are in general terms owned
and operated by unscrupulous landlords with no eye on quality just cash. A register and
licence system similar to what will be Coming in for supported housing seems to be the most
intelligent form of resource allocation.

2/6/2023 1:21 PM

23 To much anti social behaviour to many people in small areas 2/6/2023 11:15 AM

24 As above 2/6/2023 11:05 AM

25 With the opening of the Ghulevelt Park bridge, the wards of Barbourne /Northwick and
Claines/Bevere will become more attractive to HMO Landlords

2/6/2023 10:51 AM

26 I feel that 284 licences is a sufficient number 2/6/2023 10:40 AM

27 I live in a conservation area, the state of the HMOs is a disgrace. Why aren’t councils doing
anything about it.

2/6/2023 10:31 AM

28 Whilst I appreciate the need for affordable housing it does nerd to be carefully monitored. In
my experience HMO's can have a detrimental effect on neighbourhoods. There are many
narrow, terraced streets in Worcester so additional parking is a major issue, exteriors and
outside spaces are not maintained, which gives an unkempt appearance - detrimental to

2/6/2023 10:06 AM
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neighbouring properties. The main concern is to the elderly and people with young families in
the neighbourhood as HMO occupants ate often transient and/or involved in antisocial or
nefarious activities

29 Having lived amongst the growing number of HMOs I feel the extension of the scheme would
benefit the tenants that live in them as not all are student accommodation some are housing
young and vulnerable people whose basic human right is to live in a property that is in good
condition.

2/5/2023 10:45 PM

30 HMOs may be necessary but their number and location need to be carefuly managed so that
they are equitably spread around the city to avoid the over concentration of HMOs in particular
parts of the city which can have an adverse impact on the quality of life of other residents.

2/5/2023 4:47 PM

31 I think the quality of all rented accommodation should meet an minimum standard. 2/4/2023 9:11 PM

32 Close regulation of this sector to avoid poor standards is definitely welcome 2/4/2023 5:06 PM

33 Well-managed HMO's are an important part of housing provision for urban and commercial
areas, but too high a concentration can be detrimental to community and amenity in a local
area

2/4/2023 12:55 PM

34 Ban all HMOs, especially university ones, parasites who own them are taking all the family
homes off the market for families.

2/4/2023 12:53 PM

35 The nearest HMO is opposite to me in a street otherwise occupied by families, and the
changing inhabitants do not become part of the community. I think it essential to keep a close
watch on the opening and running of HMOs, which can completely change the charcater of an
area.

2/4/2023 12:19 PM

36 Tenants in HMOs need protection as they tend to be vulnerable members of society 2/4/2023 11:50 AM

37 Tenants need to have some form of protection from those who could be described as 'rogue
landlords'

2/4/2023 11:32 AM

38 There has to be compliance in order for the neighbours of these properties to have a
reasonable existence

2/4/2023 9:17 AM

39 Any regulation to protect all users is fair and helpful 2/3/2023 7:27 PM

40 In principle I would support licensing, however in my experience these schemes rarely, if ever,
take a realistic view of car parking implications. As evidenced by the fact that the issue is not
part of this survey. This alone tends to push me to be against HMOs.

2/3/2023 6:37 PM

41 Things need to be improved and monitored regularly and occupants and landlords need to be
made responsible for caring for the property and the removal of rubbish

2/3/2023 5:45 PM

42 Why restrict this scheme to only 5 wards when it could clearly benefit the whole of Worcester 2/3/2023 5:37 PM

43 All HMOs should be subject to the same rules snd regulations and the HMO tenants should
have the benefit of those same rules and regulations.

2/3/2023 5:06 PM

44 If it means uniformity of good standards in housing 2/3/2023 3:57 PM

45 It seems absurd that areas like Gorse Hill where there are a lot of rented properties are not
covered currently.

2/3/2023 3:43 PM

46 The licensing scheme is a good thing in theory but it needs more staff to support it. It should
be properly enforced and should be applied throughout the city.

2/3/2023 3:14 PM

47 Drop this scheme. Nimbys who don't want to live next to students shouldn't be allowed to set
housing policy.

2/3/2023 2:59 PM

48 Stricter legislation on this the poorest end of the housing market is essential 2/3/2023 2:53 PM

49 Believe all HMO’s should be licensed, whether that have 5 or less occupiers. 2/3/2023 2:37 PM

50 Accommodation should be fit for purpose, properly maintained inside and out, and should be
managed according to the law, ensuring health and safety of residents and neighbours.

2/3/2023 2:35 PM

51 More homes are required there is no reason for them to be selected from just certain areas this
is totally unacceptable

2/3/2023 2:34 PM
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52 This type of housing should be subject to tighter regulation and closer scrutiny. The occupants
are more likely to be vulnerable groups. By having closer visibility and control of governance
for such properties, the council is protecting its residents, and itself from future negative press
should the worst happen.

2/3/2023 1:14 PM

53 Every HMO should be licensed and should not be allowed to count loft and cellars as
accommodation

2/3/2023 12:51 PM

54 Personally I believe much greater control needs to be exercised on the number of HMO's in the
city.

2/3/2023 12:25 PM

55 ALL rental properties should be properly licenced and checked. Not just HMOs 2/3/2023 11:56 AM

56 We have a HMO up the road in a cul de sac. The problem is traffic and parking of 5 vehicles. It
appears that landlords are now concentrating on such HMOs as better return than smaller
rental units, and you only need a small number in a quiet street to really cause mayhem. HMO
licencing has to be robust, and in my view, should be declared to the council by the
conveyancer upon a purchase if this is the intended operation - or outline planning is applied
for to indicate if the property would qualify. I also read too many stories in the WN about
retrospective applications on HMOs, where landlords are hell bent to achieve their aim, and
pressurise the council to cave in. This cannot be allowed to happen.

2/3/2023 11:49 AM

57 Additional oversight of HMOs will ensure better standards for tenants 2/3/2023 11:37 AM

58 Protection of tentants' needs and safety, consideration for neighbours. 2/3/2023 11:26 AM

59 These do nothing positive for our communities and society in general. Urban overpopulation
brings decay. Worcester is moving in the same direction as other cities blighted by
landlord/developer greed. It is ruining communities.

2/3/2023 11:10 AM

60 HMOs and houses where 3-4 occupiers are renting a shared property should be better
regulated with the properties being used, maintained in accordance with regulations (e.g., for
listed buildings).

2/3/2023 11:04 AM

61 Standards in rental properties can often fall below that which might be considered adequate,
why restrict the additional licencing to a few wards? Better that we all have decent housing.

2/3/2023 10:55 AM

62 There are enough now 2/3/2023 10:52 AM

63 Something has to be better than nothing although that's debatable 2/3/2023 10:51 AM

64 Everyone deserves decent housing. The HMO sector has been badly let down by a minority of
landlords failing to provide this, resulting in unsafe and overcrowded properties. Mould, lack of
fire safety, and perpetual damp risks lives.

2/3/2023 10:39 AM

65 Why not? 2/3/2023 10:33 AM

66 n/a 1/31/2023 7:04 PM

67 It makes sure both landlords and tenants act in a fair way 1/30/2023 4:34 PM

68 To make sure it is a fair on all of the city. 1/30/2023 10:32 AM

69 Landlord who provide HMO's should all have to adhere to the same rules & restrictions
regardless of where their properties are located. This protects both their tenants and the local
neighbourhood.

1/30/2023 10:30 AM

70 To ensure consistency across the City all wards should be licensed. 1/30/2023 10:29 AM

71 This should be fair for all landlords across the city and all properties should be required to meet
the same standards.

1/30/2023 9:59 AM

72 This will ensure consistency regarding property standards and management across the whole
city.

1/30/2023 9:55 AM

73 It will raise the standards of Worcester HMOs 1/30/2023 9:50 AM

74 To ensure the appropriate standards are maintained throughout the City 1/27/2023 4:44 PM

75 But only if it can be properly inspected. Properties on Arboretum still in very bad state
regardless of licence conditions.

1/25/2023 12:31 PM
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76 It would provide fairness and an even playing field for landlords across the city 1/23/2023 3:01 PM

77 I don't understand why some parts of the city are exempt from licensing. The suspicion is that
local self-interested politicians decided to give themselves a free pass. If so this needs to be
addressed.

1/23/2023 6:51 AM

78 Because scheme should be city wide. 1/22/2023 8:52 AM

79 Worcester city has seen an increase in antisocial behaviour, alcohol related problems, youth
related problems, drug issues, homelessness, begging, litter, and exploitation. Having further
HMOs near to the city will further these issues with a proven link to them and antisocial
behaviour and criminality. This will be to the detriment of the city, residents, neighbours of the
HMOs, tourists & visitors and businesses. Not to mention the further implication on our public
services, council, doctors and police.

1/21/2023 2:34 PM

80 Tenants deserve to live in decent housing. But there needs to be more thorough monitoring and
enforcement measures when standards are not kept to. Licences should be revoked when
there are consistent breaches.

1/21/2023 9:50 AM

81 There’s no reason why the council shouldn’t cover the whole city. Rogue landlords will operate
in other wards otherwise. You only have to look at your councillors register of interests!

1/20/2023 1:30 PM

82 In other wards landlords know they can get away with poor repairs and overcrowding. Tenants
don’t complain because they are under threat of eviction and also because finding decent
accommodation is difficult and expensive.

1/20/2023 9:39 AM

83 There are poorly managed unregistered properties that need to be brought under control. 1/19/2023 10:40 PM

84 Promotes good quality landlords 1/19/2023 5:15 PM

85 Why should any tenants not be protected? 1/19/2023 1:31 PM

86 The 2 HMOs in my street are generally OK. On walking around the City most HMOs outside
the licensing areas are quite obvious as they are not as well looked after.

1/19/2023 12:33 PM

87 I live in the Arboretum and the road round the corner has multiple run down HMOs with
antisocial behaviour by residents, exterior appearances that let the whole area badly down and
regular fly tipping of furniture and white goods. The one that is on our road is managed by a
letting agency and in such a poor state of maintenance it beggars believe that noone
intervenes. From what I can see as a local resident on a daily basis the licence makes no
difference or impact. I could hence not support any further rollout.

1/19/2023 12:23 PM

88 Worcester does not need existing family size homes converting hmo's where suitable parking
spaces are not available. Single occupant properties should be build. There is a shortage of
family sized homes to purchase

1/19/2023 11:46 AM

89 I believe it should be all or no one has to be liable for the scheme regardless of where the
property is.

1/17/2023 5:46 PM

90 so there is some control for existing residents of an area and hopefully some control over bad
landlords and bad tenants - which hasn't so far totally worked (eg HMOs on Barbourne Rd)

1/17/2023 5:22 PM

91 To ensure measures are in place to safeguard tenants from unscrupulous Landlords 1/17/2023 2:19 PM

92 Attempting to raise standards is common sense 1/17/2023 1:55 PM
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Q5 Do you have any further comments on the impact of not having a new
scheme that covers the remaining wards in the City? (where HMOs with

less than five occupiers would not be required to be licenced)
Answered: 51 Skipped: 67

# RESPONSES DATE

1 In the areas that are not covered some unscrupulous landlords would provide substandard
HMO accommodation that would slip under the radar and not be identified.

2/9/2023 11:04 AM

2 no 2/8/2023 12:04 PM

3 all hmo's need a licence 2/7/2023 3:09 PM

4 I imagine overcrowding in substandard unlicenced properties will become problematic. If its a
let of a room alongside a landlord with family it may be less problematic, aside from parking
pressures in a house with many adults.

2/7/2023 1:40 PM

5 I think a proactive rather than reactive approach would help to further regulate this issue and
the impact in areas where low quality and cheap housing is available such as Tolladine and
private landlords are looking to maximise occupancy.

2/7/2023 9:17 AM

6 unfairness to landlords if different aproaches across City 2/7/2023 8:41 AM

7 I would not want the scheme to be extended, only reduced. 2/6/2023 7:37 PM

8 All HMOs should be licensed to prevent less scrupulous landlords moving their activity out of
licences areas.

2/6/2023 6:25 PM

9 I've visited people in the past who have been placed in one as temporary accommodation and
its was very run down

2/6/2023 5:51 PM

10 no 2/6/2023 4:04 PM

11 N/A 2/6/2023 2:45 PM

12 Should cover all HMOs regardless of number of occupants 2/6/2023 2:13 PM

13 This should be city wide with proper enforcement. Look at the state of some of the Tolladine
properties. And look who the landlord is.

2/6/2023 1:44 PM

14 I would suggest all HM0’s are licensed or landlords will look To exploit this loophole. Firmer
penalties for landlords also need to be considered, such as one breach revokes all licenses
across the city.

2/6/2023 1:21 PM

15 Stopping exploitation by regulation important 2/6/2023 11:05 AM

16 Parking issues including parking on yellow lines, pavement etc in the above wards is already a
huge problem, HMO accommodation will just exacabate the issue.

2/6/2023 10:51 AM

17 No 2/6/2023 10:40 AM

18 Greedy landlords will continue to do as they want and put local residents and tenants in
danger.

2/6/2023 10:31 AM

19 I think this would be very concerning as I think there is a great danger of HMO's being
missused and neglected by tenants and landlords alike and a strong potential for temants to be
exploited

2/6/2023 10:06 AM

20 Family areas could become spoiled where too many larger houses move into HMO use 2/4/2023 12:55 PM

21 Ban them all 2/4/2023 12:53 PM

22 I think the scheme should cover the entire city 2/4/2023 12:19 PM
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23 No 2/4/2023 11:50 AM

24 If the scheme isn't extended then this will only lead to civil disputes with neighbouring
residents with the occupiers of these properties

2/4/2023 9:17 AM

25 There are too many landlords who do not take the measures needed to keep their tenants safe
in Worcester and to keep properties in good order and if all wards were covered and the
scheme given more staff, this would be vastly improved.

2/3/2023 3:14 PM

26 Without the new scheme ,what control will the City have over these properties ? 2/3/2023 2:37 PM

27 A licence should make sure properties are not overcrowded, but how will this be enforced? 2/3/2023 2:35 PM

28 I live in blakefield rd and there are around 15 HMOs in my road.The parking is non existent for
the residents due to every student owning a car

2/3/2023 12:51 PM

29 HMO's in St Johns have blighted the areas where they have proliferated roadside parking is
non existent and family estates have been broken up. They are there to make money nothing
else. We should be concentrating on improvements to housing stock and the areas they are in.

2/3/2023 12:25 PM

30 Dodgy landlords will flout the rules as always. 2/3/2023 11:56 AM

31 If not, you are making a rod for your own back and a fair, but enforceable scheme has to be in
place. Four residents usually equals 4 vehicles, plus then you get others moving in as new
partners! You also have to look at accidential HMOs (as above) - of which I have personal
experience - of a terraced house rented to two females, which expanded to four residents as a
result of boyfriends. It transgressed HMO regulations, yet the letting agent knew the situation
and never said a word - but who would be prosecuted - not them! Letting agents have to be
drilled on this.

2/3/2023 11:49 AM

32 Safety risks 2/3/2023 11:26 AM

33 It is generally possible to identify many HMO properties across Worcester as a result of poor
standards of property appearance, excessive bin numbers in front of the properties,
overflowing bins, zero garden maintenance and density of parking in already densely populated
streets. The density of HMO's within specific residential streets and areas needs controlled
(eg: St Johns as well as elsewhere) as it is progressively changing the community and locale
dynamics, often not in a positive way for other city residents. The absence of controls
including additional Licensing will only make matters even worse.

2/3/2023 11:06 AM

34 n/a 1/31/2023 7:04 PM

35 without it being a city wide policy/strategy it generaes displacement of HMOs in an unhelpful
manner

1/31/2023 9:51 AM

36 Tenants and landlords are not regulated 1/30/2023 4:34 PM

37 Properties will continue to be how they are and standards will get worse. 1/30/2023 10:32 AM

38 I think its a good idea 1/30/2023 10:30 AM

39 No 1/30/2023 10:29 AM

40 It would mean that there continues to be a two levels of property in the City, thoses which are
regularly checked and those which ae not.

1/30/2023 9:59 AM

41 None 1/30/2023 9:55 AM

42 Without Additional Licencing, HMOs outside of the current 5 wards have less conditions to
meet, resulting in corners being cut and affecting the surrounding areas as a result

1/30/2023 9:50 AM

43 Not having a scheme allows some unscrupulous landlords to fly under the radar with sub
standard properties. it prevents identification and mitigation of issues before they become
severe enough for other forms of intervention

1/23/2023 3:01 PM

44 Have HMOs out of the city. 1/21/2023 2:34 PM

45 All HMOs should be licenced. 1/21/2023 9:50 AM

46 All should be covered, there is no good argument as the why not other than landlord councillors
don’t want it.

1/20/2023 1:30 PM
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47 Not extending the scheme would allow rogue landlords to continue to rent out dwellings that
could be little better than slums with all the many issues this creates

1/20/2023 7:53 AM

48 It’s not fair on people renting to have a lottery on the Council protecting them or not. 1/19/2023 1:31 PM

49 Tenants will live in poor quality housing. 1/19/2023 12:33 PM

50 the existing residents do need some say is there street changes use 1/17/2023 5:22 PM

51 No 1/17/2023 1:55 PM
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Q6 If you have experienced the current five wards Additional licensing
scheme or the previous Citywide Additional Licensing Scheme, as a

landlord or a tenant are there any further comments that you wish to make
which may assist us with planning for future work?

Answered: 23 Skipped: 95

# RESPONSES DATE

1 n/a 2/9/2023 11:04 AM

2 no 2/8/2023 12:04 PM

3 it's the parking of multi-adult houses that runs into problems. 2/7/2023 1:40 PM

4 no 2/6/2023 4:04 PM

5 N/A 2/6/2023 2:45 PM

6 N/a 2/6/2023 1:44 PM

7 the scheme seems to have slowed down the conversion of every house into an HMO in the
area which was removing families and adding to already tight parking in the area. I see it as a
an overall good thing

2/6/2023 11:15 AM

8 Stop making it complicated. Help people to find out who is 'policing' monitoring quality reportsa
availabe for each property rent affordable using set criteria

2/6/2023 11:05 AM

9 No 2/4/2023 11:50 AM

10 N/A 2/4/2023 9:17 AM

11 St Johns is spoilt by these developments we should be focusing on upgrading these properties
to a proper standard and managing roadside/kerb parking more effectively.

2/3/2023 12:25 PM

12 n/a 1/31/2023 7:04 PM

13 no 1/30/2023 10:32 AM

14 No 1/30/2023 10:29 AM

15 None 1/30/2023 9:55 AM

16 N/A 1/30/2023 9:50 AM

17 They don’t seem to be working on the Arboretum. Many of the HMO’s are in a terrible state of
repair. (See for example 5 Southfield Street!) These properties are bringing down a lovely
neighbourhood which should be on the up but is always let down.

1/25/2023 12:31 PM

18 Living in the Arboretum the additional licencing scheme ensures that the HMOs in may area
are managed safely and correctly. I have a point of contact if there are any issues rather than
trying to identify the Landlord or letting agent who would not be likely to take my concerns
seriously

1/23/2023 3:01 PM

19 Enforce and check more there are loads of undercover HMOs 1/20/2023 1:30 PM

20 We're loosing accommodation for single occupants or entire families because housing that was
available is now being carved up into HMO's because it's more lucrative for the landlord.
Coupled with the increasing and unregulated use of AIRBNB accommodation and fewer social
housing availability, it's reduc more affordable options for a lot of people. This needs to stop.

1/19/2023 10:36 PM

21 Neighbours need to be able to have recourse to authorities who can ensure issues are
addressed

1/19/2023 5:15 PM

22 The biggest problem I have is the Landlord claims one of the houses has 'parking for at least 2 1/19/2023 12:33 PM
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cars.' One parks on the drive, another on the front garden (no dropped kerb or proper surface).
Any others have to park in the street and they block other people's drives. How many parking
spaces a landlord can advertise should be included in the licence.

23 my dealings with WCC private housing was very fair and professional, especially as I have
some long term 'special needs' tenants who don't like change and that was taken into account
when issuing the licences to me.

1/17/2023 5:22 PM
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Q8 Do you consider yourself to be a Disabled person? (i.e. do you have a
physical or mental impairment that has a substantial long-term adverse

effect on your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?)
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99.05% 104

0.95% 1

Q10 Gender Identity: Is your gender identity the same as the gender you
were assigned at birth?
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Q15 Pregnancy/Maternity: Are you pregnant or have you given birth in the
last 26 weeks?
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